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FEUD

Santiago Barreiro

l

Sagas are driven by conflicts between people concerning issues such as wealth, family, and
prestige. This theme is particularly prominent in the tslendingasögm (sagas oflcelanders). The
similarity in style and plot of many of the better known examples of the genre suggest that
the conflicts narrated in the text resemble real conflicts experienced by the Icelandic population
in the Middle Ages. These are in many cases conflicts of a very niundane type: people clashing
över things such as hay (Hoensa-^éris saga), the meat of a stranded whale (Hwaråar saga tsfirSmgs],
or the rights to graze livestock in a certain field (as in the late part ofEgils saga). Those conflicts
have often been described as feuds or blood feuds and they have been an important topic of
discussion in the last four decades of scholarship on medieval Icelandic society and literature.
The aim of this chapter is to provide a succinct overview of the core perspectives on feud in
both historical and literary research. However, it seems necessary to start from a broader perspec-
tive, as scholarship on feud did not originate in historiography or literary criticism, båt in
ethnography.

Anthropological and Historiographical Background

The study offeuds has a well-established tradition in anthropological research, which precedes
studies ofNorse feud by roughly halfa century. Anthropologists understand feud as a social and
political institution, rather than a strictly legal matter, given that many feuding societies studied
by ethnographers lack any specific sphere of law. For example, in his foundational book The
Nuer (refemng to an ethaic group located in the Nile River valley) E. E. Evans-Pritchard wrote
that 'the Nuer have no govemment . . . likewise, they lack law'. 2 This distinction remains
important to understand how studies oflcelandic feud have been conducted, as such studies are
in practice largely independent from older writings on medieval Scandinavian legal systems
conducted by German-speaking scholars during the nineteenth and early twentieth century.

Leopold Pospisil's classic Anthropology ofLaw defines feud as: 'a series (at least three instances)
ofacts ofviolence, usually involving killings, committed by members oftwo groups related to
each other by superimposed political-structural features (often involving the existence of an
overall political authority) and acting on the basis ofgroup solidarity (a comnion duty to avenge
and a common liability). '3 While this is a useful definition, each schalar tends to adjust his or
her definition based on both personal perspective and the specific context analysed. Despite this
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Pospisil's definition helps to disdnguish feud from other uses ofviolence such as war, self-redress,
legal process, and criminal actions, either by groups or individuals. There is generally little
disagreement between schalars about the difFerence between these institutions.

The Nuer became the basis of a milestone artide by Max Gluckman, which established in a
more general way the conditions for a society to use feud as a convenient settlement ofdisputes.4
While Evans-Pritchard sought to reveal the priaciples of social structure in a tribal society
without noticeable social difFerentiation and organized through agnatic kinship,5 Gluckmaa
subtly modified the ideas ofEvans-Pritchard, by stating clearly that 'the Nuer have an established
code oflaw'. 6 Instead, he argued that what they lack are legal procedures and officials. Gluckmaa
emphasized the role of arbitrators: local men, called the 'leopard-skin chiefs', who, compelled
by ties of vicinity or kinship with the feuding sides, try to mediate and help to settle disputes.
These men act to moderate the influence of agnade kinship that would promote vengeance,
and are likely to appear among people who have ties with both feuding groups. The author
argues, in typical functionalist fashion, that conflicts that are contained and channelled through
customary institutions do in fäet create (rather than disrupt) social cohesion. However, it should
be reniarked that here 'feud' means mostly potential feud, rather than actual feud. It is the
possibility offeud that tends to discourage its realization by pressing towards settlement before
violence escalates.

Gluckman s artide is also of direct interest to Old Norse-Icelandic studies because he links

feud to the Middle Ages. He aims to show how locality and intermarriage in Anglo-Saxon
society must have discouraged feuding between cognatic kin groups, comparing them to the
Kalingas ofthe Philippines. 7 This analogy is not fully explained, but it shows a principle common
in the studies of Icelandic feud: modern societies can be compared to medieval societies when
they share some structural similarities.

Medievalists began to study feud following the anthropological example in the 1960s. The
early medieval faida and related practices were among the earliest cases under study through
the influential works of John Wallace-Hadrill and Robert Rees Davies.8 These Oxoniaa
medievalists were influenced by the studies of Evans-Pritchard, and broadly speaking, by
British social anthropology, which in the same decade began to focus on conflict, as most cleariy
illustrated by the 'Manchester school'. It is not surprising that one ofthe earliest studies ofthe
Icelandic sagas written from an anthropological perspective was produced by Victor Turner, one
of the major Mancunian anthropologists. 9 However, by the time studies on Icelandic feud
became common (during the 1980s), anthropology was undergoing deep changes. The declining
popularity of determinist, stmctural views renewed the impulse ofapproaches that highlighted
individual choice and that saw the outcome of social relationships as less predictable. These new
trends coexisted with structural analysis in the studies on Icelandic feuds.

Feud in Medieval Iceland: Classic Studies

The Structure and Meaning ofFeud

Among the earliest introductory texts about Icelandic feud is a study written by Theodore M.
Andersson and William lan Miller. '" It is part of a long analytical overview ofthe main issues in
medieval Icelandic society that precedes two translated sagas. " Both authors provide thoughtful,
theoretically inspired readings of sagas, and their difFerent backgrounds (as a literary schalar and
a legal historian, respectively) are in this case complementary.

Their view is that feuds are central to saga literature. They acknowledge that this centrality
is in part due to the fäet that feuds are good tropes for storytelling, but they claim that this
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centrality also reflects actual reality, due to inferences derived from a comparison with
ethnographic work. They state that 'among the dass ofchieftains and big farmers the blood feud
was the foundation oflcelandic dispute processing and social coatrol'. 12 They consider this to
work at two distinct levels: the narrow level oflegality (as feud was legally sanctioned) and the
broader level of social structure (as feud was structuraUy operative). They build on the ideas of
the early twentieth-century Swiss schalar Andreas Heusler13 and distinguish between three
aspects offeud: blood revenge, lawsuits, and arbitration.

For Andersson and Miller, feuds can move between all those phases, reach setdement, and
rekindle once again - feud is a process. They constmct a typology ofthe diverse means ofdispute
resolution, listing adjudication, arbitration, mediation, negotiation, coeräon, avoidance (ignor-
ing the other group), and 'lumping it' (ignoring the issue). According to them, what allowed
each case to be salved using certain modes was a 'direct function of the power differences
between the principal disputants and the absolute status ofthe claimants'. 14 Furthermore, they
remark that engaging in feud was not an option for the poor and the weak, because it was costly.
Instead, the disputes ofthe weak became the matter oftheir superiors; it is thus clear that feud
served as a form of social control. 15

Their explanation is generally functionalist: feud manages conflicts, and so it creates
(misbalanced) equilibrium; the channels of resolution used are not dependent on individual will,
but instead on positions within the structure. Homeostasis here lakes the shape of what the
authors label 'the economy ofhonour'. Honour, a constant (or slowly diminishing) stock was
always at stake 'in gift-exchange, in feud and law, in wit and wealth, in fighting skill and
weaponry, in clothing and carriage, in the quality ofoae's kin and spouse and even, or maybe
especially, in seating arrangements'. 16 Logically, ifhonour is seen as a stable stock, all honour
gained has to be conceived as being gained from someone else's honour. The main concern is
how the system stabilizes itself and remains functioning. However, stability is grounded in
rational processes. Saga characters act logically, knowing their position in the system they react
accordingly. Feuds happen under certain condidons where the agents have the means to and the
expectation ofwinning by entering the feud.

These ideas, succinctly exposed in Law and Literature, are given a much more detailed
treatment in Miller's Bloodtaking and Peacemaking.17 This book has been hugely influential, and
almost all the studies discussed here refer to it regularly. Feud is a major concern in this very
ambitious book on dispute resolution, and it is difEcult to give a balanced overview of it in a
few paragraphs. Miller remarks that feud is a process that includes (but exceeds) blood revenge.
He argues that feud takes the vocabulary of gift-giving and inverts it, because it also follows
'a model ofbalance and reciprocity', in which the debts are made ofblood. 18 Miller argues that
such a model provides a vocabulary for feud. However, it does not lead to predictable outconies,
because it cannot explain (to the participants) the identity or the timing of the next target for
retaliation. 19 Miller also argues that feud needs to be fought between equals. Indeed, classical
studies about feuding were conducted in egalitarian societies, or inside the same social stratum
in non-egalitarian societies. The author infers from this that the main issue offeud was honour,
because it would have been worthless to feud with social interiörs. Miller shifts the centre of
attention from the stmctwe offeud to the meaning offeud: he is concerned with the motivation
ofthe feuding individuals, who are playing a game ofhonour.

Here one can notice the influence offormalist anthropology in its more refined, less radical
form, as with Pierre Bourdieu and Fredrik Barth. MiUer's view appears grounded on an eco-
nomic analogy: honour-seeking individuals stmggle in feud with each other to obtain soniething
scarce. He even asserts that 'honor was a precious commodity in very short supply'. 20 He thus
assumes that honour existed in a given amount, and that the only way to obtain it was to take
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it from someone else, in a zero-sum garae. Such a picture does not seem so much like inverted
gift-giving, but instead follows market-like logic: individuals with wants, a limited supply of a
commodity, and competition.

Miller's view puzzled at least one reviewer, 21 because it is impossible to prove that honour
was a conimodity in limited supply, or that it is a commodity in any sense. It is possible that the
shift to an agent-based explanation created a theoretical need for an individual motivation that
was not relevant in structural, determinist views. In other words, for Miller, a pardcipant in feud
does not act because the system compels him in a certain direction, but he instead tries consciously
to find his place inside the boundaries of the system, presumably looking for his own benefit:
honour provides a rational cause and goal for action. Only if honour is imagined as scarce can
it be thought to be the real cause ofstruggle, as otherwise the feuding parties could have simply
produced honour. However, Miller's focus on individual motivation aUows for an interesting
discussion of sources that give 'explicit statements of motive and reason' for feuding, 22 which
were easily overlooked in structural views derived from Gluckman's model. 23

Another major book on feud, Jesse L. Byock's Feud in the kelandic Saga (1982), was published
a few years before Andersson's and Miller's books. The book shows noticeable infiuences from

debates on the form ofcomposition of sagas among literär/ schalars. Byock argues that the formål
stmcture ofthe sagas is based on an institution rooted in the social life of medieval Icelanders:
the feud. Byock coined the term 'feudemes', defined as the active building blocks of saga
narrative, an analogy to the role that phonemes have in phonology and mythemes in mythology
studies as basic units. Byock divides feudemes into three types: conflict, advocacy, and resolution
feudemes. They were combined in difFerent manners, and entwined with information about
travel and subjects ofother types (such as genealogies or descriptions oflandholdings) to create
narrative dusters, which are subsequendy linked in chains offeuds, and which the author sees as
forming the backbone organizing the sagas. 24

The book provides an extensive list of examples of stories possibly built through such a
procedure, taken from the Islendingasögur, the Stmlunga compilation (Saga ofthe Sturlungar), and
Landnåmabåk (The Book of Settlements). Byock's analysis does not try to explain in detail how
feuds worked and what their precise characteristics in social reality were, rather he focuses on
how saga composers took advantage offeud as a narrative principle. References to ethaography
are minimal, even if the text shows a preoccupation with linking social and literary life that is
common in anthropologically inspired scholarship.

While Byock does not provide a systematic explanation of the causes for feuding, it is
interesting to remark that in his view, land appears to be one of the main sources of conflict,
and he dedicates a whole chapter to the issue.25 His argument is that good land was scarce in
Iceland, and so competition for its control was fierce. This triggered conflicts which tended to
escalate into feuds. Byock's argument foreshadows some ofthe views noticeable in his låter
books, which show influence from the cultural materialism school ofanthropology. 6 Honour
and kinship, on the other hand, play a minor role in his explanation.

Byock has produced numerous texts about Icelandic feuds after his Feud in the kelandic
Saga.27 One ofthem, 'Feuding in Viking Age Iceland's Great Village', synthesizes his general
perspective. 28 Byock argues that medieval Iceland was a 'great village society', because there was
a distinctive cultural unity, economic cooperation was necessary for the survival of the farms,
warrior mentality was limited, and power was (during the early period here discussed) based on
personal ties rather than territory. Therefore, the whole island functioned like a village, and
Byock argues that this shaped the way feud functioned. Referring to a distinction made by
Emrys Peters, he distinguishes between inter-tribal feuds and inträ-village vendetta kiUings. He
exemplifies the first case with reference to Montenegrin societies, locked in perpetual (blood)
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feuds by opposing tribes which controlled specific territories, and intra-tribal feuds between
opposing elans.

Byock argues that due to the structural differences between Montenegro and Iceland,
the second could not tolerate long-standing blood feuds. Group solidarity was too weak, and
territorial safety was non-existent. As in a village, members ofany faction lived side by side. In
other words, the us-versus-them logic of territorial groups was non-existent. This also had
an impact on the way leadership was enacted. For Byock, Icelandic chieftains specialized in
power-brokmg and advocacy, and their power depended on a form of reciprocity between
foUowers, comparable to big men and modem local politicians. Their long-term interest will not
be constant feud, but settlement by compensation, and their main game will be to earn prestige
and wealth by representing and helping followers in disputes, their authority more nonunal than
real, like the leopard-skin chiefs among the Nuer.

The similarities between Byock's argument and the dassical study by Evans-Pritchard are
not surprising ifone considers their general theoretical frameworks. Byock explains, in a struc-
tural and functional fashion, how the medieval Icelandic social system is orderly, and how
all participants would benefit from stability rather than violence, as this was a threat to both
personal and social integration. 29 Byock emphasizes cultural traits, which are ultimatelv defined
psychologically and linguistically. The reader can also see traces of a materialist approach in
Byock s argument, as not only cultural 'mental' factors, but also that the more concrete realities
of economic cooperation in livestock managing are forces which shape the system of dispute
resolution. 30

Finally, Byock argues that sagas are the result ofthe 'storytelling ofcrisis',31 which shows
dramatic examples ofpeople unwilling to compromise, even if in reality this would not have
been tolerated (as it would put the social order at risk). His picture of medieval Iceland is one
of an orderly, stateless society with strong incentives for peace. Competing chieftains struggled
for wealth and prestige by political means, but violence was relatively rare. The contrast with
MiUer's perspective is striking. It can be explained, at least in part, by difFerent theoretical
influences, which have been referred to, but also by different interests. Byock aims to explain
how the system works, while MiUer aims to explain how mdmduals acted within the systern The
tension between structural and agent-based approaches that dominated social science in
the post-structuralist years probably underiies the contrasting approaches between these schalars.

In a recent artide, Helgi E>orlåksson seeks to clarify the diverse and ambiguous meanings
offeud and feuding when applied to medieval Europé.32 He reviews a large number of texts,
written by both medievalists and anthropologists, making his text an excellent guide for
research on the topic. The Icelandic historian criticizes Miller's approach because he fmds
that the American author has taken inspiration from ethnographical studies of feud based on
sociedes with umlinear kinship. Helgi &orlåksson notices that this leads Miller to assumptions
that do not apply in a society with a bilinear kinship system, such as Iceland. He finds that
Icelandic blood feuds do not last for a long time like those ofunilinear societies and that they
do not necessarily involve groups but can also be carried on by individuals. Moreover, kin group
solidarity tends to be exaggerated by Miller, as it is typically stronger in unilinear kinship systems
than in bilateral ones.

For Helgi &orlåksson, a feud does not necessarily involve the spiUing ofblood or manslaugh-
ter (this typi fies what he calls a blood feud), but instead the mutual redprocation ofviolence

between two parties (either individuals or groups), which take tums at inflicting violence on
each other or on each other's property. An alternated sequence of at least three acts ofviolence
must have taken place before a state of feud may be said to have developed. The violence
escalates as time passes. 3
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This definition is structural and institutional, and has the advantage of not requiring much
speculation about the motivation ofthe pardcipants. Helgi &orlåksson seems to take Gluckman's
model as an inspiration, but the core of his analysis for Iceland is derived from primary sources
rather than from the direct applicadoa ofany pre-made theory. He also distinguishes between
two quite difiereat processes called feud: proper feud and customary vengeance. He notices that
the early medieval faida is often doser to the second rather than the first. True feuds serve to
claim rights, whilefaida is much more specific and often coexists with a ruler or law code. Tme
feuds, on the other hand, tend to exist outside the law, or in parallel to it (these distinctions
resemble those made by Pospisil). Moreover, he notices that both categories are also mixed in
the word vendetta, which can refer to either feuds or customary vengeances.

Sverre Bagge has also written about feud in his book about Heimskrmgla, an in-depth analysis
of a Norse literary source in terms of social history. 34 For Bagge, feud is one ofthe constitutive
elements of Snon-i Sturiuson's representation of conflicts. Following the distinctions made by
PospiSil, he lists three modes of solving conflict in medieval Iceland: private settlement, the
populär assembly, and feud. These are not mutuaUy exclusive paths. Instead, they often appear
mixed as difFerent moments during a given conflict.

Bagge argues that Snorri described Norwegian politics through the lens of Icelandic feuds,
which he knew quite well as a major player in the political game ofthe island. Like Byock, the
author holds that feud was uncommon in reality, and is overrepresented in the sources, but latent
feud must have been always in the mind ofthe parties to a conflict. Bagge distinguishes between
two main uses of feud: first, it served the population to settle conflicts; second, it helped the
magnates to eam power and influence. He argues that the first use is common in the tskndmgasögm
while the second is dominant in Sturlunga saga, a difFerence that he attributes to the nature of
the sources, with the eariier being more literary and the latter being more directly reflective
ofpower struggles. However, he also notices that this might also reflect a change in the real
social structure as the efFect of a concentration ofpower. 35

Feud and Gender

Another important dimension offeud concerns its relationship with gender. Carol Clover has
shown that, while generally considered male business, feuds could include women as targets of
vengeance.36 Their role in feud parallels their infrequent participation m government and
politics. Clover argues that medieval Icelandic laws seem to oversimplify reality by denying
women any role in them, but she finds the sagas a useful counterbalance to the legal picture.

Clover remarks that legally, women who were involved in the prosecution of feud were
considered as men. She argues that, when need arose (when a suitable male responsible was
lacking for legal action), daughters could become 'functional sons'. This is related to the fäet that
this society followed what she, building on the writings of Thomas Laqueur, 37 calls a single-sex
model (and a single-gender model as well): the only proper way to be was to be a male and a
masculine one at that, being female (or feminine) was scen as inferior and negative. 38 What is
particulariy interesting in her argument is that she does not assume this model to apply
automatically to men and women in any context. Clover holds that the real divide is between
able-bodied men (and dominant women who could be assimilated to them) and everyone else:
most women, children, the elderly, and slaves. In this sense, she confirms the aotion that feud
remains essentially masculine, even while some masculine figures were in fäet women.

In an earlier artide, Clover discussed in detail a common role for women in saga feud: their
role in goading, or whetting, and lamenting.39 There she points out that these roles are two sides
ofthe same coin, and they should be inscribed in the larger function ofwomen in feud, which
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is to urge vengeance by word, so men can enact it in deed. In her study she compares Old
Norse-Icelandic texts with several other cultural contexts in which lamentation is present,
including some where its link with vendetta is explicit. She elegantly summarizes: 'the lament
(text) serves as a mnemonic ofrevenge and hence an incitement (subtext)'. 40 While her main
argument is very convincing, her approach can sometimes seem excessively functionalist. For
example she holds that the real function ofmock graves and memorials was to keep alive the
idea ofrevenge, rather than to honour the dead (what she caUs the 'ostensible aim'). 41 It is härd
to prove that this was necessarily true for every participant, as there is no a priori reason to
consider instmmental actions more real than emotionally driven actions.

Another artide examining the role of women in feud is Auöur Magnusd6ttir's 'Kvinnor i
fejd: Ära, kön och konflikt i det nordiska medeltidssamhället' (Women in Feud: Honour, Kin
and Conflict in the Nordic Medieval Society), where she provides a concise view ofthe situation
of women in the feud process.42 The text has a detailed discussion of the concept of honour
grounded on the work of schalars outside the medieval Scandinavian field, such as Julian Pitt-
Rivers and Erling Sandmo. Particular importance is given to the stance adopted by Frank
Henderson Stewart, who sees honour as a partly personal, partly social attribute (or more
precisely, a right). Thus, she characterizes feminine honour as one of a personal nature, given
that social honour was mostly associated with public life.43

Auöur Magnusdottir describes feud saying that 'the primary purpose of feud was not to
destroy one's enemies, but it was, first and foremost, an attempt to assert rights and regain
honour'. 44 She sees feud and honour as closely entwined with matters ofkinship, and that it is
in these relationships where female participation in feuds is most noticeable in the sagas. Auäur
Magn6sd6ttir summarizes the role ofwomen saying that 'women were the guardians ofhonour'. 45
Even if responsibility över women was transferred from father to husband after marriage, they
remained menibers oftheir blood family.

Auäur Magnusdottir notices that this situation could create conflicts ofinterest and illustrates
this by analyzing the role ofwomen in feud in Gisla saga and Njåls saga. From her analysis, she
concludes that female honour depends in many cases on the female reaction towards being
perceived as having lower standing than that which she, or her family, assigns to herself. 46
Therefore, AuSur Magnusdottir argues that female honour is not a form ofcapi tal (in the sense

ofBourdieu) or a combination ofinternal and external honour (as with Henderson Stewart's
stance). Instead, she says that 'honour becomes mostly a matter of character or personal
characteristics'.47 Auöur Magnusdottir points out that this is congruent with the transition to
more personalized forms of honour and power that existed in early modern Sweden, thus
placing her artide in a broader historical context. Her work makes good use ofthe theoretical
background, without being too clearly associated with any specific school, instead being flexible
and creative with the use ofconceptual frameworks. Feud here is scen as a context for analyzing
feminine action and nations ofhonour, and in this sense her work resembles Miller's. However,
it should be noted that here honour is seen as a personal attribute rather than as a commodity.

Feud and Mythology

An issue neglected by other schalars, the link between feud and mythology, has been analysed
by John Lindow. 48 His study on the matter, 'Bloodfeud and Scandinavian Mythology', begins
with a short survey ofthe scholarship on feud. The main theoretical novelty is the reference to
Anne Knudsen, who argued that feuds help 'to bring out dualities in otherwise amorphous
societies'. 49 Lindow first analyses how in his fslendingabok (Book of keländers) An froöi &orgilsson
uses a feud story to explain how Iceland was divided inta four quarters. Lindow concludes fi-om
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this that feud must have been 'a part ofthe social charter, and therefore myth in a Malinowskian
sense'.50 In other words, feud served to support and reinforce the existing social stmctures and
divisions. Feud is here therefore treated as part of an ideology, even if it derives from a concrete
process. Lindow then proceeds to analyse in the same light mythological literature, such as those
compiled in the eddas (i. e., the eddukvxåi (eddic poetry) and Snona Edda).

Lindow stresses that Norse myths are about conflict, particularly intergroup conflict (gods
veisusjötnar). He aims to assess ifthese conflicts caa be characterized as feuds, and his answer is

generally in the afFirmative. Following Knudsen, he argues that feud requires 'an absolute if
temporary dualism',51 with factions neady defined in an us-versus-them relationship. This would
be problematic ifNorse myths reflected Icelandic bilateral kinship. However, the mythological
peoples are unilinear and neatly opposed. Moreover, Lindow argues that the turn-taking and
score-keeping typical of feud is not applicable because of mythical time (which allows
simultaneous actions) and because gods are immortal (until the death ofBaldr).

In short, Lindow identifies the distance between social and mythical realities. Nevertheless,
he argues that the niythology is linked to feud because honour is always at stake, an argument
that he illustrates in detail. He also refers to parallels in symbolism, including the particular role
played by blood both in several feuding societies and in Norse myths, and discusses the reasons
why a bilaterally organized society could keep a mythology so clearly agnade and unilinear. His
answer is that myth provided a simpler world, where friends and enemies tend to remain always
in the same role. Lindow believes that myths concerning feud might have persisted to give the
Icelanders some form of 'wish fulfilment, an altemative to the limitations of a feud society, in
which it was imagined that one could attempt genodde on one's opponents without worrying
about keeping score'. 52 Myth therefore serves a social need: providing a way to imagine a worid
with easier conflict management.

Recent Trends: Beyond Anthropology, Beyond Feud?

During the last decade, interest in matters connected to feud, rather than feud itself, has caught
the attention ofniedievalists working on medieval Iceland. A recent example is David Clark's
study on the link between revenge and the Church. 53 There he argues that feud can highlight
a simple transition from a pre-Christian ethical system that favoured vengeance to a Christian
morality which opposed it and instead emphasized reconciliation. His study shows how sources
that have tradidonally been used to show such a transition, such as Njåls saga, reveal on close
analysis a more nuanced picture. According to Clark, members ofthe Icelandic church only
slowly coaformed to their expected Christian values, in parallel with the progressive separation
ofsecular and ecclesiasdc spheres ofaction. 34

Clark's study represents a historiography that does not explicidy acknowledge debts to the
anthropological school, but follows a tradition of detaUed source criticisni. Revenge is not
analysed inside the structure of feud, but as a phenomenon in itself. His conclusions reveal
caution against generalizations. Clark argues, contra Andersson, that 'the sagas are not a homo-
geneous body of texts, and generalisations about attitudes towards revenge . . . seem less than
satisfactory'.55 This can be read as a healthy recognition of complexity, but also as detachment
from the attempts to find stable patterns or structures that characterize the "anthropological
school . Texts take precedence över society: the author provides a wealth ofexamples taken
from sagas, theological and diplomatic material, as well as Norwegian laws, but few on structural
causes for revenge. In other words, revenge does not appear linked with the context ofthe
transformations ofstmctures ofauthority and territorialization which, presumably, might have
influenced how, why, and when retaliation was enacted.
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In a recent study Hugh Firth also tries to depart from the conclusions reached by the
anthropological tradition. 56 Firth argues that revenge kiUing was not so much a mechanism of
reciprocity but one of domination, and criticizes both Miller and Byock for representing the
ties between chieftains and followers as ultimately reciprocal. The author notices that in their
models feud and revenge were scen as operating through those stmctures of reciprocity. Firth
attempts to use a quantitative approach, rather than the qualitative one usually chosen in the
studies surveyed here, to measure homicides and vengeances in both the Islendmgasögur and
the samtiSarsögur (contemporary sagas). Firth does not focus on feud itself, which he assumes to
be a 'cycle ofvengeances', 57 however, he finds that for the mast part, kiUings are not isolated
instances but belong in sequences, and that in most cases the sequences involve chieftains or
powerful farmers; homicide by lesser men commonly resulted m the perpetrator attempting to
escape. A chieftain often protected his followers by committing revenge killings on their behalf
but this also strengthened his own prestige. However, chieftains were also able to inidate the
chain ofkillings to protect their privileged situation, or simply to intimidate. Based on his analysis
ofthe Islendingasögm, and following previous insights from Ross Samson andjon Viöar Sigurösson,
Firth argues that chieftains were acting proactively in conflicts, rather than simply 'repaying'.

Shifting the focus to the contemporary sagas, Firth discovers that the genre is characterized
by the general absence ofhomicide by retaliation. This fäet suggests that a larger number ofcases
was handled by arbitration or mediation. The probable cause for this difference between saga
genres (or at least their settings) is a change över time in social stmctures and the nse ofmore
powerful leaders; chiefs with authority över a defined sphere ofinfluence. The låter chiefs no
longer threatened individual farmers but whole coinmunities. The same larger scale applies to
conflicts between these men, who were able to mobilize larger numbers offoUowers ifaviolent
resolution was needed. In other words, feud and vengeance became less common in låter
centuries because political struggles between powerful men became ingrained more deeply into
hierarchical institutions. After the thirteenth century, farmers did not feud with each other
because they became part of a power structure as subjects to a chiefs authority. Chiefs did still
Teud' amongst themselves, but these situations are often different to distinguish from warfare
or skirmishing. Firth concludes that the language of reciprocity was still used in the sagas to
legidnuze the acdons undertaken, but that in practice some ofthe kiUings presented as retribution
were simply aggressions or imposidons ofauthority.

Firth acknowledges that his quandtative method requires too many assumptions to function.
In any case, it shows the wiU for methodological renovation. Moreover, the main achievement
ofthis text is to discuss directly the question ofthe impact of social inequality on conflict resolu-
tion, feud included. In Firth's view, medieval Iceland does not resemble the egalitarian societies
described by classical ethnography, but it appears clearly as a society which becomes progressively
more hierarchical över time. This is undoubtedly an improvement and it resolves some of the
difEculties with earlier views: honour becomes less significant, and competitive reciprocity is not
seen as leading to equilibriuni, but to inequality and domination.

Another interesting new trend is represented by an artide written by Hans Jacob Orning. 58
His study moves the time fi-ame from the Commonwealth era (the focus ofmost previous
studies) to the late Middle Ages, a period of growing interest for both social and literary
historians. Orning argues that feud can coexist and even prosper within conditions of a rising
central power, informed by previous studies ofother regions during the late Middle Ages. He
reviews earUer discussions on feud in medieval Iceland and acknowledges that the differences in
the understanding offeud between Miller, Helgi Porlåksson, andjon Viäar Sigurössoa59 derive
from two factors. The first, concerning duration, is a matter of definition: Miller and Helgi
Poriåksson think each settlement ends feud, whilejon Viöar Sigurösson thiaks feuds can outlast
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^tdements as long asAey resurge. The second factor concems kinship: Helgi t>orläksson
,
s'_contra7to Mller'thatmdlviduals c^ conduct feud, in what seems to"be a specific

kelandic trait (denved from its bilateml structure ofkinship). Furthermore, ~0mmg~no"tes'that
. ^fifteenth century hasgenerally been neglected by scholars and that it has been°treated a7a

period oflawless chaos.60

Ommg conducts a detailed reading ofsome diplomatic documentation, and notices that here
the,disputes resemble lastlng nvalnes that reSularly rekmdle- He also notices that the-perastent
nvalry inthese cases also happens to coexist with long-term alliances, even between rthe"same
families. Violence was contained and proportional, groups are not cleariy defined (because of

kinship), and settlement could be achieved. Therefore, these disputes'resembfe ^he
classical^feuds ofprevious centunes. The dynanucs ofpowerbetweenmagna7e7als'o~'remamed
essmöally the same: they competed against each other-for foUowers, and both foreign interests
and ideological issues were relatively irrelevant.

Ormng then considers the sagas. It is interesting to remark his methodological approach:
-^sagasrefer to the manuscripb, not the texts. The time ofcomposition becomes ummportant:

what matters is the date ofthe physical means ofpreservadon. This change allows the"aurtho7to
^e some texts that have earlier or disputed dating as sources for the^period analysed. The
fictioM'romances' both the mdlgenous riddarasögur (chivalnc sagas) lnd~thefomaldars0gur
:legendary sagas), are considered useful sources because they reveal traces ofthe values7die

.

mental fi. ame'ofthe era;61 variation is seen as crucially important because it reveals change^62
Orning identifies several recurrent patterns by a detailed analysis ofthe fifteen'sagas com^led
in a smgle manuscnpt (AM^ 343 a 4to). He concludes that these stones, while°sup'erfida
representmg a worid very difierent from that ofthe feud-ndden tskndingasögur, preserve the basic
pattern ofconflict management.

.

Inbnef' ommg shows that beneaA the surface of a monarchic society, local feud politics
Ilm^fundmenully unaltered: as rcflected both by diplomatic and literary texts.

" 

Hrs tudy
shows an innovative approach to the understanding ofliterature, both in thetypeoftexts"uZd
and in its methodological pnnciples. The range ofevidence used is somewhat^mited"but"this
is-p;lrtly becayse ofthe scarcity ofsources for the Pe""d in question. The main methodologic'al

l remains the anthropological approach, proving that such an approach remains both
essentially valid and productive, but also open to further innovation.

Final Remarks

T,!l^,chapter h3 s prcsented an overview ofresearch on feuds in medieval Icelandic society, within

^wUch some broad trends can be distmguished. The earliest texts discussed feud as an'asp7ct"of
' woridofthe sagas. As this literary world was recognized to be closely entwined-with

social reality, studies developed on the social dynamics offeud, most oftenindosTconnectron
with the anthropological tradition. The studies tended to focus on both the" structu7e"and"the
meamng offeud, on the individual reactions to and the systemic constraints offeud.

' 

bu7 allo
dosely exanuned more specific themes, such as its link to gender and mythology.

The last decade has seen a renewal in the anthropological approach, with Kcent studies either
mowngaway fromAe anth'-opological paradigm or adapting its time frame to the study ofthe
la.te Middle Ages' Morcover' fcud itselfappears-to have become, paradoxica}ly, both~toospecific
andtoobroad^a term. Studies can include it as part of a broader social concem'(forexampL7t he

resolution of disputes), or it can be considered as a background for more specific issue7(such7s
revenge). In any case, after four decades ofscholarly debate, it appears indisputabkthatfeud
played a very significant role in the social and literary Ufe of medieval Iceland.
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^!s chaf!^°,a das!in old Norse soclety focuses on Iceland and Norway between roughly
900 and 1400. Such fi-aming has been selected in accordance with our source material, the sagas'.
Although the sagas are late medieval, 1 

many cover topi cs from before 1100 while others were

produced well^fter 1300. Moreover, a great number of sagas concern Norway and its relations
with Iceland. Thus, this artide begins with the settlement of Iceland and the umfication of
Norway around the year 900 and fmishes around the year 1400 in order to include aspects
of late medieval manuscnpt production and the flounshing oflegendary sagas (fomaldarsöguf) and
indigenous chivalric sagas (nddarasögw, sometimes also referredto w fomsögw\u3rlanda)'~2 Other
sources than the sagas must occasionaUy be mentioned, as the concept of dass directs attention
towards econonuc processes where archaeological, legal, and cameral sources can supplement
our understanding. However, the chapter does not provide a full overview ofsuch sources.

The chapter faUs under three headings: The first deals with the social stmcture in the early
phase - the formation oflcelandic society concomitant with the establishment ofthe Norwegian
kingdom - as i-eflected in saga sources. The second analyses the social dynamic in Norway and
Icelandbetween 900 and 1300. The third investigates conditions subsequent to the implementa-
tion ofNorwegian overlordship m Iceland in 1262-1264, smce the post-commonwealth era is
the primary period of saga manuscnpt production - and since the sociopoUtical development
in the two realms shows some interesting similarities which have only recendy received scholarly
attention.

Before we begin, it is important to have a consensus on what we mean by 'dass', which can
be definedin a number ofways. The Marxist view of dass as a social reflection oftheproduction
process, wherein the deternunant is ownership ofproductive property, is the dassical definition.
Glass in this tradition refers to an antagonistic relationship between groups - even if they
themselves are not conscious ofthis identity (so-caUed 'false consciousness') -\nd dass struggle
thus fomis the dnving force of human history. Max Weber defines dass more loosely as an ideal
type which need neither be 'real' nor constitute a causal factor in history in the same manner
as in the Marxist tradition 3 Related to the Marxist nation of dass is Max Weber's concept of
status groups, which puts deasive emphasis on honour and prestige in the formation of(leading)
stråla in society. 4 This definition is more akin to the-medieval understanding of social
differentiation in terms ofestates. Pierre Bourdieu has further expanded the notionofclass to
include social and symbolic capital.5
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